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ON THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS OF A MANIFOLD WITH A

NONINTEGRABLE SUBBUNDLE

HARUO KITAHARA AND SHINSUKE YOROZU

Abstract. We define the cohomology groups H"(M, 60s-') of a manifold M

with a nonintegrable subbundle E, and we give the condition for the

existence of a bundle-like metric with respect to E.

1. Introduction. N. Abe [1], J. L. Heitsch [3] and I. Vaisman [6] studied

some cohomology groups of a manifold with a foliation ("integrable case").

In this note, we generalize their results to the nonintegrable case, that is, we

define the cohomology groups H"(M, 6D**') of a manifold M with a noninte-

grable subbundle E. In the case that M is a riemannian manifold, by its

cohomology groups, we give the condition for the existence of a bundle-like

metric with respect to E.

2. Preliminaries. We shall be in C°°-category. Let M be an ^-dimensional

paracompact manifold with tangent bundle TM. Let E be a subbundle of TM

with the constant fibre dimension n - p (0 < p < n). We assume that E is

not integrable. T(-) denotes the functor associating to a bundle its vector

space of sections, and [ , ] the bracket operator on Y(TM). Let C(E) be the

"Cauchy characteristic subbundle" of E, i.e. the fibre CX(E) over x G M of

C(E) consists of^6£J(= the fibre over x of E) such that [A", Y]x G Ex

for any Yx G Ex, X, Y G T(E), and, for all x G M, dim CX(E) is assumed to

be constant. Then C(E) is an integrable subbundle of E (naturally, of TM).

We assume that the fibre dimension of C(E) is n - q (0 < p < q < n). We

set

(1) Q=TM/E,        E' = E/C(E),

and, by a suitable riemannian metric on TM, we have isomorphisms

T(TM) = T(Q) © T(E),       T(TM) = T(TM/C(E)) © T(C(E)),

T(TM) = T(Q) © T(E') © T(C(E)).

3. (s, t, «)-forms and cohomology groups H"(M, °D5''). Let A' be the space

of all r-forms on M and d the exterior derivative.

Definition. An r-form w G Ar is a (s, t, u)-form, if

(i) s + t + u = r, and
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(ii) u(Xx, . . . , Xr) = 0 except for s arguments Xjs in T(Q), t arguments Xjs

in T(E') and u arguments Xjs in T(C(F)).

Let As,',u be the space of all is, t, w)-forms on M, and we have a

decomposition

Ar =      ^      A *•'■".

s + I + u = r

By the definition of C(F), we have

(3) [r(c(£)),r(£)]cr(£),     [t(c(E)),t(c(e))]cT(c(E)).

From this, we have that the partial derivative

9: As,t,u^As,,,u+\

induced by the exterior derivative satisfies (9)2 = 0. Let CP''" be the sheaf of

germs of (s, t, w)-forms. Then each &"•'•" is a fine sheaf. Let 6Df,( be the sheaf

defined by 6DV = &s-'-° n ker(9).

Remark. 6D0,0 denotes the sheaf of germs of functions which are constants

on the leaves of C(E).

Theorem 1. There exists a fine resolution of the sheaf

A)SJ: 0 ^> "-'D5''—» tts-''0—^ et15'''1 —> (2J^•'•2—> a"'''3 —>

where i denotes the natural inclusion.

Proof. Since we can obtain the Poincare lemma for the operator 9 and the

(s, t, u)-form on the open unit ball in euclidean w-space (cf. [6]), we easily

prove the assertion of the theorem.

Let HU(M, 6DJ'') be the cohomology groups of M with coefficients in the

sheaf 6DJ''. Then we have

Theorem 2. There exist isomorphisms

H°(M, 6DJ-') a A*-'-0 n ker(9 ),

H"(M, X)SJ) a A"'1'" n ker(8)/a.4*•'■""'   for u > 1.

Corollary 3. HU(M, 6DW) s {0} for s > p or t > q - p or u > n - q.

4. Generalized Bott connection and cohomology groups H"(M, Ll>5'((?))•

Let tt: TM -> Q = TM/E be the canonical projection. We define a map

V:T(C(E))XT(Q)^T(Q)

by

(4) Vx(S) = tt,([X,S])

for VA" G r(C(F)), V5 G T(Q) and 5 G T(TM) such that tt^S) = S.

From (3), this is well defined. Let V ' be any connection on Q. For X E

T(TM), from (2), we can write X = Xx + X2, XXET(C(E)), X2 G

r(7A//C(£)). Thus we define a map

v:r(FA/)xr(c?)^r((2)
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by

(5) Vx(S)=VXi(S) + V^(S).

Then V is a connection on Q, and is called a generalized Bott connection (cf.

PI, [4]).
Let AS,U(Q) be the space of all <2-valued (s, t, w)-forms on M and

<3f'''"(Q) the corresponding sheaf. 3 operating on As',,u(Q) is given by V.

Then, as above, we have a fine resolution of the sheaf A)s-' (Q) = <3.3,''°(Q) n

ker(3). Thus we have

Theorem 4. There exist isomorphisms:

H°(M, W'«?)) = AS'''°(Q) n ker(3 ),

H"(M, qr~''(Q))=z ASUU(Q) n ker(3 )/9i4,,',"~1 ((?)   for u > 1.

Remark. If E is integrable, the same results are given by J. L. Heitsch [3].

5. Bundle-like metric with respect to E. Let M be an ^-dimensional

riemannian manifold with the metric g, and E ± the orthogonal complement

of E in TM. Let V: T(C(E)) X T(E±)^T(E±) be a map defined by

VA.(5) = tr^([X, S]) (it: TM ^ E1- the canonical projection), we define a

connection V on E1- as in (5).

Definition. The riemannian metric g is a bundle-like metric with respect to

E, if(^xg)(Sx, S2) = Ofor VA- G T(C(E)), V5„ VS2 G T(EX).
In the following, we assume that the fibre dimension of E is n — 1. Let

{eA) be an orthonormal frame such that ex G T(E±) and ea G T(E), and

{w4} its dual (1 < A < n, 2 < a < n). We assume that w1 is a global form

(if necessary, we assume that E is transversally orientable).

Lemma 5. g is a bundle-like metric with respect to E if and only if Vx(ex) = 0

forVX GY(C(E)).

Proof. For V5, = | • eu V52 = tj • ex G T(E±) (I rj: functions),

(Vxg)(Sx, S2) = X(g(Sx, S2)) - g(Vx(Sx), S2) - g(Sx, VX(S2))

= X(£ ■ r,) - r,-X(£)-(£■ in)g(Vx(ex),ex)

-^■X(71)-(£-V)g(ex,Vx(ex))

= -2(^71)g(e1,Vx(ei)).

Thus we have the assertion of the lemma.

By the above metric g, we have an isomorphism T(Q) s T(E±), and we

can identify the connections V on Q and on E±.

Lemma 6. 3w' = 0 if and only if Vx(ex) = Ofor VX G T(C(E)).

Proof. For \/S = | • ex (|: function),
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$al(S,X)~ -X(u\S))-a\[S,X])- -X(g) + ul(Vx(S))

= -X(Z) + X(Z) + Z-u*(Vx(ex))

= £-o>1(Vx(el)).

Thus we have the assertion of the lemma.

From the above lemmas, we have

Theorem 7. Let M be an n-dimensional riemannian manifold with the metric

g and E a nonintegrable, transversally orientable subbundle of TM of fibre

dimension n — 1. If H°(M, CU)''°) ss A ''°'0, then g is a bundle-like metric with

respect to E. Conversely, if g is a bundle-like metric with respect to E, then
H°(M, X)u0)¥= {0}.

Proof. A nonzero 1-form w1 is a (1, 0, 0)-form on M. If H°(M, X)lfi) a

A 100, then A 10° at A 10° n ker(3) and we have 9w' = 0. By Lemmas 5 and

6, g is a bundle-like metric with respect to E. Conversely, if g is a bundle-like

metric with respect to E, by Lemmas 5 and 6, we have 9w' = 0 and co1 is a

nonzero (1,0, 0)-form on M. Thus we have H°(M, UD''°) j= {0}.

Remark. In the case that E is integrable, M is compact and g is a

bundle-like metric, then H\M, R) =h {0} (cf. R. Sacksteder [5]).
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